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ABSTRACT

This article presents the powers control of a variable speed wind tur-
bine (WT) based on a doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) because
of their advantages in terms of economy and control. The considered sys-
tem consists of a double fed induction generator whose stator is connected
directly to the network and its rotor is supplied by seven-level inverter
with structure NPC are well used to minimize the harmonics absorbed
by the DFIG. In order to control the power �owing between the stator
of the DFIG and the grid. Have been studied and compared two types
of controllers : Sliding Mode Control (SMC) and Fuzzy SMC (FSMC).
Their respective performances are compared in terms of power reference
tracking, response to sudden speed variations, sensitivity to perturbations
and robustness against machine parameters variations.

c2017 LESI. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Wind power has developed signi�cantly during the past few years. However, its usage
poses great challenges to operation and control of power systems. Doubly fed induction
generator (DFIG) has gained increasing popularity in wind power generation recently
due to its �exible controllability [1]. DFIG comprises a wound rotor induction generator
supplied on the stator side by the grid connection and on the rotor side by a power
electronic converter [2]. The stator is directly connected to the grid and the rotor is fed
to magnetize the machine.
The seven level NPC inverter is used in the domains of high voltage and strong power.

We develop his model of order within the meaning of the average values by using the notion
of generating functions. A control strategy of this inverter is developed. The performances
of this algorithm are analyzed on the basis of the characteristic of regulating and the rate
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of harmonic. A knowledge model of this converter using switching functions and a SPWM
strategy is detailed. For an economic point of view, the objective is to use the proposed
inverter on seven levels in order to minimize the harmonics absorbed by the DFIG.
Recently, the sliding mode control (SMC) method has been widely used for robust

control of nonlinear systems. Several papers have been published based on (SMC) of DFIG
[3, 4]. The SMC achieves robust control by adding a discontinuous control signal across the
sliding surface, satisfying the sliding condition. Nevertheless, this type of control has an
essential disadvantage, which is the chattering phenomenon caused by the discontinuous
control action.
To treat these di¢ culties, several modi�cations to the original sliding control law have

been proposed, the most popular being the boundary layer approach [5, 6].
Fuzzy logic is a technology based on engineering experience and observations. In fuzzy

logic, an exact mathematical model is not necessary because linguistic variables are used to
de�ne system behavior rapidly. One way to improve sliding mode controller performance
is to combine it with fuzzy logic to form a fuzzy sliding mode controller (FSMC). The
design of a sliding mode controller incorporating fuzzy control helps in achieving reduced
chattering, simple rule base, and robustness against disturbances and nonlinearities.
The paper is structured as follows : system modeling (WT, seven level NPC inverter

and DFIG) is discussed in Section 2. In Section 3, the control strategies of the DFIG is
presented. Session 4 shows the simulation results of the DFIG using two di¤erent nonlinear
controllers ; sliding mode, fuzzy sliding mode. Finally, in section 5 the main conclusions
of the work are drawn.

2. System modeling

2.1. Wind turbine model
For a horizontal axis wind turbine, the output mechanical power extracted from the

wind is given by [7].

Pt =
1

2
CP (�; �)R

2�v3 (1)

where, CP is the power coe¢ cient which is a function of both tip speed ratio �, and
blade pitch angle � (deg), and � is the wind speed (m/s), � is the air density (kg/m3),
and R is the radius of the turbine (m). In this work, the CP equation is approximated
using a non-linear function according to [8].

CP = (0:5� 0:167)(� � 2) sin
�

�(�+ 0:1)

18:5� 0:3(� � 2)

�
� 0:0018(�� 3)(� � 2) (2)

the tip speed ratio is given by :

� =

tR

�
(3)

2.2. Modeling of the inverter on seven levels with structure NPC
The three-phase inverter on seven levels with structure NPC is a new structure of

conversion used to feed, to tension and frequency variables, of motors to alternating
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current of strong power. Within the framework of our work, we present a structure of the
inverter seven NPC type levels as shown in Fig. 1.
The function of connection (FKS) of each switch described its closed or open state. This

function is de�ned like continuation :

FKS =

�
1 if TDKS isclosed
0 if TDKS isopen

(4)

One de�nes for the inverter a function of connection of the half-arm, which one will
note F b

km such as :

m =

�
0 for the half � arm of the low
1 for the half � arm of the high

(5)

K : Number of the arm K = (1; 2; 3)
The output voltages of the three-phase inverter on seven levels relatively to the middle

point M express themselves as follows :24 VAM
VBM
VBM

35 =
24 F111 + F112 + F b

11

F211 + F212 + F b
21

F311 + F312 + F b
31

35UC1 +
24 F112 + F b

11

F212 + F b
21

F312 + F b
31

35UC2 +
24 F b

11

F b
21

F b
31

35UC3
�

24 F113 + F114 + F b
10

F213 + F214 + F b
20

F313 + F314 + F b
30

35UC4 �
24 F114 + F b

10

F214 + F b
20

F314 + F b
30

35UC5 �
24 F b

10

F b
20

F b
30

35UC6
(6)

For the simple tensions, we have :

VA = VAN = VAM � VNM
VB = VBN = VBM � VNM
VC = VCN = VCM � VNM

(7)

VNM =
1

3
(VAM + VBM + VCM) (8)

From the relations (7) and (8), we have :

VA = VAM � 1
3
(VAM + VBM + VCM) =

1
3
(2VAM � VBM � VCM)

VB = VBM � 1
3
(VAM + VBM + VCM) =

1
3
(�VAM + 2VBM � VCM)

VC = VCM � 1
3
(VAM + VBM + VCM) =

1
3
(�VAM � VBM + 2VCM)

(9)

From relationships (6) and (9), one obtains the matrix system giving the expressions
of the voltages across the load following :
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24 VA
VB
VC

35 = 1
3

24 2 �1 �1
�1 2 �1
2 �1 2

358<:
24 F111 + F112 + F b

11

F211 + F212 + F b
21

F311 + F312 + F b
31

35UC1 +
24 F112 + F b

11

F212 + F b
21

F312 + F b
31

35UC2
+

24 F b
11

F b
21

F b
31

35UC3 �
24 F113 + F114 + F b

10

F213 + F214 + F b
20

F313 + F314 + F b
30

35UC4 �
24 F114 + F b

10

F214 + F b
20

F314 + F b
30

35UC5 �
24 F b

10

F b
20

F b
30

35UC6
9=;
(10)

if one takes into consideration the following hypothesis :

UC1 = UC2 = UC3 = UC4 = UC5 = UC6 = UC

this relation is reduced to :

Fig. 1 �Seven Level NPC Voltage Source Inverter.24 VA
VB
VC

35 =
24 2
�1
�1

�1
2
�1

�1
�1
2

3524 F111 + 2F112 + 3F
b
11 � F113 � 2F114 � 3F b

10

F211 + 2F212 + 3F
b
21 � F213 � 2F214 � 3F b

20

F311 + 2F312 + 3F
b
31 � F313 � 2F314 � 3F b

30

35 UC (11)

2.3. The DFIG model
The dynamic voltages and �uxes equations of the DFIG in the synchronous d-q reference

frame are given by :8>><>>:
Vds = RsIds +

d
dt
	ds � !s	qs

Vqs = RsIqs +
d
dt
	qs � !s	ds

Vdr = RrIdr +
d
dt
	dr � !r	qr

Vqr = RrIdr +
d
dt
	qr � !r	dr

;

8>><>>:
 ds = LsIds +MIdr
 qs = LsIqs +MIqr
 dr = LrIdr +MIds
 qr = LrIqr +MIqs

(12)
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The powers at the stator side are expressed as follows [2] :(
Ps = �!s sM

Ls
Iqr

Qs = �!s sM
Ls

Idr +
!s s

2

Ls

(13)

3. Control strategies of the DFIG

In this section, comparison of DFIG performances using di¤erent nonlinear controllers :
sliding mode and fuzzy sliding mode, has been presented.

3.1. Sliding mode control
The main feature of this control is that it only needs to drive the error to a �switching

surface�. In this study, the errors between the measured and references stator powers have
been chosen as sliding mode surfaces, so the following expression can be written [9] :�

Sd = Ps_ref � Ps
Sq = Qs_ref �Qs

(14)

the �rst derivative of (14), gives :�
_Sd = _PS�ref � _PS
_Sq = _QS�ref � _QS

(15)

replacing the powers in (15) by their expressions given in (13), we obtains :(
_Sd = _PS�ref � !s sM

Ls
_Iqr

_Sq = _QS�ref � !s sM
Ls

_Idr � !s 
2
s

Ls

(16)

Vdr and Vqr will be the two components of the control vector used to constraint the
system to converge to Sdq = 0. The control vector Vdqeq is obtained by imposing _Sdq = 0 :

Veqdq =

264 �Ls
�
Lr�M2

Ls

�
!s sM

_Q�s +RrIdr �
�
Lr�M2

Ls

�
g!sIqr +

�
Lr�M2

Ls

�
 s

M

Ls
!s sM

_P �s +RrIqr �
�
Lr�M2

Ls

�
g!sIdr +

g!s sM
Ls

375 (17)

To obtain good performances, dynamic and commutations around the surfaces, the
control vector is imposed as follows :

Vdq = Veqdq +K:sat (Sdq) (18)

The sliding mode will exist only if the following condition is veri�ed : S � _S < 0
The block diagram of the active and reactive powers sliding mode control applied to

the DFIG is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 �Block diagram of the sliding mode controller.

3.2. Fuzzy sliding mode control of the DFIG
The disadvantage of sliding mode controllers is the chattering e¤ect. In order to eli-

minate this phenomenon, a fuzzy sliding mode control method has been proposed. The
fuzzy sliding mode controller (FSMC) is a modi�cation of the sliding mode controller,
where the switching controller term sat(S(x)), has been replaced by a fuzzy control input
as given below [10]. Is shown in Fig. 3,

U com = U eq + UFuzzy (19)

Fig. 3 �Block diagram of the fuzzy sliding mode controller.

4. Simulation results and discussions

In this section, simulations are realized with a 7.5 KWgenerator coupled to a 380V/50Hz
grid. Parameters of the machine are given in table 1. In the aim to evaluate the perfor-
mances of the two controllers SMC and FSMC, three categories of tests have been realized :
pursuit test, sensitivity to the speed variation and robustness against machine parameter
variations.
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Table 1 �Machine parameters.

Parameters Rated Value Unity
Nominal power 7.5 KW
Stator voltage 380 V
Stator frequency 50 Hz
Number of pairs poles 2
Nominal speed 150 rad/s
Stator resistance 1.2 

Rotor resistance 0.62 

Stator inductance 0.084 H
Rotor inductance 0.081 H
Mutual inductance 0.078 H
Inertia 0.01 Kg.m2

4.1. Pursuit test
This test has for goal the study of the three controller�s behaviors in reference tracking,

while the machine�s speed is considered constant and equal to its nominal value. The
simulation results are presented in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, As it�s shown by Fig. 4, for the
two controllers, the active and reactive generated powers tracks almost perfectly their
references and ensures a perfect decoupling between the two axes. Therefore it can be
considered that the three types of controllers have a very good performance for this test.
On the other hand, Fig. 5 shows the harmonic spectrum of one phase stator current of the
DFIG obtained using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) technique for the three controllers.
It can be clear observed that the total harmonic distortion (THD) is reduced for FSMC
supplied by seven-level inverter with structure NPC (THD=1.29%) when compared to
FSMC (THD=1.93%) and SMC (THD=2.06%) supplied by two-level inverter.

Fig. 4 �Reference tracking test.
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Fig. 5 �Spectrum harmonic of one phase stator current for : (a) SMC supplied by a
two-level inverter, (b) FSMC supplied by a two-level inverter and (c) for FSMC supplied
by a seven-level inverter.

4.2. Sensitivity to the speed variation
The goal of this test is to analyze the in�uence of a speed variation of the DFIG on

reactive and active powers for two controllers. For this objective and at time=0.04s, the
speed was varied from 150 rad/s to 170 rad/s shown in Fig. 6, The simulation results are
shown in Fig. 7, This �gure express that the speed variation produced a slight e¤ect on
the powers curves of the system with SMC controller, while e¤ect is almost negligible for
the system with FSMC one. It can be noticed that this last has a nearly perfect speed
disturbance rejection, indeed ; only very small power variation can be observed (fewer than
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2%). This result is attractive for wind energy application quality and to ensure stability
of the generated power when the sped is varying.

Fig. 6 �Mechanical speed pro�le.

Fig. 7 �Sensitivity to the speed variation.
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Fig. 8 �E¤ect machine�s parameters variation on the robust control.

4.3. Robustness tests
The aim of these tests is to analyze the in�uence of the DFIG�s parameters variation

on the controllers�performance. The DFIG is running at its nominal speed, to test the
robustness of the controllers used, parameters of the machine. have been modi�ed : the
values of the rotor and stator resistances Rr and Rs are multiplied by 2, while the values
of inductances Ls, Lr and M are divided by 2, the obtained results are presented in Fig.
8, These results show that parameters variation of the DFIG presents a clear e¤ect on
the powers curves (especially in their errors curves) and that the e¤ect appears more
signi�cant for SMC controller than that with FSMC one. Thus it can be concluded that
this last is the most robust among the proposed controllers studied in this work.

5. Conclusion

The modeling, the simulation and the control of an electrical power conversion system
based on a DFIG connected directly to the grid by the stator and fed by seven-level
inverter with structure NPC on the rotor side has been presented in this article. Our
objective was the implementation of a fuzzy sliding mode control method of active and
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reactive powers generated by the stator side of the DFIG, in order to ensure of the high
performance and a better execution of the DFIG, and to make the system insensible with
the external disturbances and the parametric variations. In the �rst step, we started with
a study of modeling on the seven-level inverter with structure NPC controlled by the
SPWM, because this later present it ensures a highest quality torque and to minimize
the current Harmonics. . In second step, we adopted a vector control strategy in order
to control active and reactive power exchanged between the stator of the DFIG and
the grid. In third step, the description of the classical sliding mode controller (SMC) is
presented in detail. Then, the fuzzy logic control is used to mimic the hitting control law to
remove the chattering. Compared with the conventional sliding mode controller, the fuzzy
sliding mode control system results in robust control performance without chattering.
The chattering free improved performance of the FSMC makes it superior to conventional
SMC, and establishes its suitability for the system drive.
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